
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PERSONALITY TRAITS TEST

Handwriting Analysis or Graphology is a method of identifying, evaluating, and understanding a person's personality
through the patterns revealed by his.

Your self-concept is high and you seek to be the centre of attention. Comparison between signature and text:
similarities and differences. Medium - Characteristics include being accurate, logical, and composed. You
often display an unwillingness to obey and you don't perform well under pressure. You like to generate many
ideas however you are not characterized as being practical. Other characteristics include honesty and vitality.
You always have a plan, and seem to know what you want ahead of time. A revealing insight into your own
personality. Your pedantic nature may lead you to place dull, precise regulations over people. Join in the
discussion. Large - You relate very well with different people and have many friends. Small - You like to
concentrate your attention and focus on things, you are delicate and like exactness in details. Four fun and
easy steps to your free report: 1. Open, demonstrative and communicative. Letters touching the line - Letters
slanting so much that they touch the line point to possible psychological issues. You are friendly, and warm,
and like to engage in conversation e. How accurate were your results? In addition you are not attentive to
details. Your free report will be from to words long and will include a personality chart with scores for eight
major personality traits. You like to overemphasize minor and insignificant details. You can show good
qualities as long as you are expecting something in return. You usually won't say what you are feeling even if
there is a storm inside. Wow, I did not know that handwriting could tell so much about a person. Your
signature is the most genuine expression of personality. Handwriting size a. You can find more examples and
articles in our original website www. Find or produce a suitable handwriting sample. We performed what is
called overview or be a gestalt look spelling. You weigh things wisely and you know what you want. Slanting
to the left - You are reseved, reluctant, or restrained. You don't usually give something away without seeking
something in return. You are usually very demanding of the people around you, especially family members,
and rebuke people often. You take offence often and have been known to hold grudges. In addition you are a
likeable person and other people are attracted to you. I warmly welcome you to Handwriting - The Inner
Secrets Revealed, and hope that you enjoy your visit here. Confidentiality guaranteed.


